
Abstract
Testing refers to the inspection of software whether it fulfills the 
desire objectives or not by means of examines the presence of any 
error/bugs in a program. Mutation testing deploys a “change and 
check” testing strategy. A program (original program) is slightly 
modified (called as mutated program) examine by using same 
input sets and hoping for different outputs for original as well 
as mutated programs. In this paper, we practically explore all 
possible types of mutant operator generation in procedural and 
object-oriented language.
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I. Introduction 
Software Testing refers to the process of checking the software 
whether it’s developing correctly or not as well as the user 
expectations will meet or not. Software testing (step by step 
procedure to make the system bugs free) also exists some interesting 
facts i.e. 1) 100% testing is impossible or not feasible. 2) Testing 
reveal the defects, never debug the defects. 
Testing can be manual or automatic testing where manual testing/
static testing are very slow process because all work is paper 
work which is time consuming also. Automatic testing work 
dynamically in different parts iteratively. Software testing is of 
two types that are white box testing and black box testing. White 
Box Testing deals with inspecting interior parts of the program 
and Black Box Testing deals with input and respective output of 
the program, no need to deal with inner coding [5, 15].

A. Mutation Testing
One of the white box testing is mutation testing, mutation testing 
adopts “change and check” strategy for checking the adequacy of 
the test suites. In mutation testing original program are slightly 
modified and executed and then compared with the original 
output. By comparing outputs of original and modified version are 
compared if both gives the different output it means the software 
is highly efficient otherwise the software is less adequate. Let P 
is any object program and it produces output O with respect to 
the input I.
                                                                     I→ P → O
                                                                     I→ P → O’
If O ≠ O’, then it shows that it is highly efficient or called as 
dead mutant.
If O = O’, then it shows that it is less efficient or less adequate 
test case.
If the mutant code gives the same result as original code then that 
test case is not adequate enough and that mutant is called the live 
or equavilant mutant. For large size software, a large number of 
mutants generation are required and automated mutant testing 
may efficiently generates large number of mutant code (NMC) 
keeping the fact in mind that [1, 12]

NMC α TIME 
OR  

TIME α COST               

II. Related Work
DeMillo et al. [17], had described about the approach of seeding 
the faults into the program through various mutation operators. 
Mutation testing basically is fault based testing which generate 
effective suites of test cases [16]. There is huge number of operators 
for procedural and object oriented programming. A procedural 
language contains the simple syntactic changes in the program 
such as changing the arithmetic, relational, logical operators. The 
object-oriented contains some extensions of mutation operators 
such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, overloading, 
exceptional handling etc. [6]. In C language there was a paper 
named as “Design of Mutant Operator for the C programming 
Language” shows the different mutation operators in mutation 
testing. This paper describes about the different mutant operators 
in ANSI C programming languages. Proteum is the tool used 
in C language for the automated generation of the different test 
cases. Error can be introduced in a program in many ways such as 
syntactic error, error in the expressions, error in the type of the data 
variable, incorrect position of the variables [12]. “Mutation testing” 
shown about the method level operators which can be useful in 
procedural language as well as object oriented languages. “Two 
new kinds of class level mutants for object oriented programs” 
described the four different levels such as algorithm, class, cluster 
and system level of mutation for procedural and object oriented 
language. Also described about attribute and method mutants. 
“Evaluation of mutation testing for object oriented programs” this 
paper shown empirical studies about class generate less number 
of mutants which reduces cost and also used MuJava tool used 
by operators and generate mutation score accordingly. Class 
Mutation: Mutation testing for object-oriented programs described 
the additional features such as polymorphism. Overloading, 
inheritance, overriding, information hiding, exceptional handling. 
“Javalanche: Efficient mutation testing for Java” described about 
mutation testing using javalanche framework [7 - 9, 18].

III. Mutant generation in procedural language and object 
oriented languages        
There are various mutation operators in C and object oriented 
programming languages or in any other languages. The list of 
mutation operators used in C and object oriented programming 
language are shown below.

A. C programming mutation operators
An operator is a symbol which is used by the users for doing some 
logical and mathematical work in the programming language. 
Operators are used in C language program to operate on data and 
variables. C has a rich set of operators which can be classified 
as Arithmetic, Relational, Logical, Assignment, Increments & 
Decrement, Conditional and Bitwise Operators. C served as base 
for creation of any of the languages like object-oriented languages. 
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That is why; C is known to be mother language.
1. Arithmetic Operators: The very basic operators used in C or 
any other languages are shown below. Both unary and binary 
operations are available in C language. Unary operations operate 
on a single operand and Binary operators operate on two or more 
operand. Arithmetic operators are +,-,*,/,%. Arithmetic Operators 
can be injected in three forms of arithmetic notation that are as 
follows: 
• Integer Arithmetic 
• Floating point arithmetic 
• Mixed mode arithmetic 

Fig. 1: Mutation in adding of two numbers in C

In Fig. 1, the original program is addition program written in C 
language 
Case-1 shows the mutant by changing ‘+’ to ‘-‘which gives the 
output -1 different from original program (11). This case shows 
the efficient test case.
Case-2 shows mutant by assigning wrong variable d which doesn’t 
execute gives the error at the end.

2. Relational Operators: C supports the following relational 
operators for comparisions. Relational operators are <, <=, >, 
>=, ==, =.

Fig. 2: Relational operator example

MUTANT PROGRAM

                                                                          
Fig. 3: Mutated codes of Fig. 2

Fig. 3 Shows different mutagen versions of Fig.-2, Fig.-2 , original 
program written in C language, Fig.-3, Case-1 gives the same 
output as original one so test suite show poor efficiency and Case-
2,3,4,5 creates the different mutant shown above in bold letter.

3. Logical Operators: C has the following logical operators; they 
compare or evaluate logical and relational expressions. Logical 
operators are &&,||, !.
Original code: (x < y) && (y < z)
Mutated code: (x < y)^(y < z)
Mutant is created by replacing && operator to ^ operator their 
output is analyzed for checking test case adequacy.

4. Assignment Operators: The Assignment Operator evaluates 
an expression on the right of the expression and substitutes it to 
the value or variable on the left of the expression. These are also 
known as traditional operators in mutation testing.
Original code:c = a + b
Here the value of a + b is evaluated and substituted to the variable c.  
In addition, C has a set of shorthand assignment operators of the 
form.
Possible mutated code are:c=a-b, c=a*b,c=a/b;
5. Increase and decrease (++, --): These are used for increase or 
decrease the value. Original code: a=a++;
Mutated code:a=a*1;
By changing the ++ into * creates mutant and shows the different 
output.

6. Conditional operator (?): The conditional operator checks the 
returning value of expression if it is true else it return the false 
value.
Original code 
z = (x > y)? a : b 
Suppose x=7, y=3 it returns a.
Possible mutated code are: z = (x>y) * a : b , z= (x > y) ? b : b , 
z = (x == y) ? a : b .

7. Bitwise Operator: Changes in the bitwise operator creates 
different version of mutants. Bitwise operators are AND (&), 
|(OR), ^(XOR),  ~(NOT), <<(SHL), >>(SHR).          
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Fig. 4: Complementary (~) operator

Fig. 4 shows the one’s complement concept in C language and 
mutated code in Fig. 3 shows the creation of mutant in the program 
results completely different output.

B. Object Oriented programming operators
Mutation operators shown for procedural language can be used 
for the object-oriented programming languages. Basic traditional 
operators are operator, type and variable reference replacements. 
Object-oriented language contains two level of operators such 
as method level and class level. Object oriented programming 
emphasis is on data rather than procedure [8].

1. Method Level Operators
Method level operators are same as operators working in the C 
languages. Above examples of C mutation operators can be used 
as method level operators. A Method level operator contains the 
arithmetic, relational, conditional, shift and logical operators like 
traditional operators. 
AOR(Arithmetic Operator Replacement), AOI(Arithmetic 
Operator Insertion), AOD(Arithmetic Operator Deletion), 
ROR(Relational Operator Replacement), COR(Conditional 
Operator Replacement), COI (Conditional Operator Insertion), 
COD(Conditional Operator Deletion), SOR(Shift Operator 
Replacement), LOR(Logical Operator Replacement), LOI(Logical 
Operator  Insertion), LOD(Logical Operator Deletion) and 
ASR(Assignment Operator Replacement).

2. Class Level Operators
Class mutation operator works for object-oriented programming 
languages. It considers all the features of object-oriented languages 
such as inheritance, polymorphism, overloading, overriding, 
exceptional handling etc. It performs mutation testing on extending 
areas of traditional operators The various operators of class level 
method are as follows [8,9]:-
CRT(Compatibility Reference type replacement), ICE(Instance 
Creation Expression changes), VMR(overloading method 
removal), AOC(Argument Order Change), AND(Argument 
Number Decrease), HFR(Hiding Field Variable Removal), 
HFA(Hiding Field Variable Addition), OMR(Overriding Method 
Removal), AMC(Access Modifier Change), SMC(Static Modifier 
Change), EHR(Exception Handler Removal), EHC(Exception 
Handler Change).

(i) CRT (Compatibility Reference type replacement)
Here the reference type of the class changed to another type which 
creates the mutant in the object oriented programming. As in 
example below shows the change of square type to rectangle.

class Box ()
{
}

class Rectangle () extends Box
{
}
class Square () extends Rectangle
{
}

Original code                                      
Square sq=new Square ();                   
Mutant code
Rectangle sq=new Square (); 

In above example, original code creates the object of square type 
but the reference of the square type changes into rectangle type 
in the mutant version. This example shows the mutant creation 
by changing reference type.

(ii) ICE(Instance Creation Expression changes)
The ICE operator changes the type of the object but at runtime. It 
replaces the class name to other class name which further creates 
the object of changed class.

Original code  
Square sq=new Square ();                                          
Mutant code
Square sq=new Rectangle (); 

In original code generates the object of the Square class rather 
in mutant code the Square type gets replaced by the Rectangle 
type. So in this situation two things are possible either it gives 
compilation error or it creates the object of Rectangle type.

(iii) VMR (overloading method removal)
Overloading means two or more functions with same name but 
different arguments. Either the number of arguments differs or 
the type of argument differs. We can create number of mutants 
in the overloading concept. By changing the arguments type, by 
removing the overloading methods. The example of removal of 
overloaded function is shown below:
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Fig. 5: VMR code

The original code program shows the concept of method 
overloading. In this, there are three write () methods in which 
one returns the integer value, other returns the double and last 
one return the character value. Mutated code of the original code 
of overloading creates the mutant by removing the one method of 
write which return the double value. It doesn’t harm the program 
but instead of double method it returns all the other values.

(iv) AOC(Argument Order Change)
AOC operators basically replace one parameter position to another 
paramether position.. In mutated code below there are replacements 
of parameter with each other which are then compared with the 
original code. 
Original Code                                           Mutant code
Student (int id, String name, char addr);  Student (char addr, int id, 
                                                                  String name);

Original codes contains the sequence int, String, char and in 
mutated code the sequence get replaced by char, int, String which 
shows AOC mutation operator generation.

(v) AND(Argument Number Decrease)
AND operators decrease the number of arguments from the 
parameters of the given method. As shown below there are three 
arguments in the original code and two arguments in the mutated 
code which shows the number of argument decreases and causes 
the mutation in the program. The possibilities of the mutants are 
shown in mutated codes.

Original Code                                          Mutated code
Student (int id, String name, char addr); Student (int id, String name);
Student (int id, char addr);   Student ( String name, char                  
                                                                 addr);

(vi) HFR(Hiding Field Variable Removal)
Derived class references basically do access the base class 
references first then it moves to the subclass references. Test 
cases create the mutant version by recognizing the referencing 
to each variable. If the reference to derived class is removed still 
the execution is done through base class reference and shows the 
same result then it shows the poor test case for testing. In mutated 
version of code below drive class hides the variable created by 
the base class of the program.

Fig. 6: HFR original and mutated code

In original code above, class D inherits the class B and class D 
inherits the value of integer variable of class B. In mutated code, 
hiding variable is removed by class D and which always give the 
value of integer in base class B.

(vii) HFA(Hiding Field Variable Addition)
HFA operator describes the inherited field in to derived class hiding 
field, so that it shows hiding in super class as well. By adding 
a hidden variable duplicity exists. It checks the field coverage 
almost.

(viii) OMR(Overriding Method Removal)
Overriding means defining the function with same name and same 
arguments in the derived class as there is already in the base class. 
Remove the overriding method from the derived class. In this 
case test suite unable to recognize which of the method is called 
super class or derived class. Overriding function in the subclass 
has different implementation of function as in the base class. So 
both give the different results. By the removal of the derived class 
function  it gives the same result all the time and show inadequate 
test case all the time.
Class B
{
Public virtual void Display ();
};
Class D
{ 
Public override void Display ();              //removal of this creates 
the mutant
};

(ix) AMC(Access Modifier Change)
AMC change the access modifier to another. For example if the 
public part changed to private part then all the access to the public 
part is denied by the software.
            Original code                                                     
Public CallPolice (int number, String name, String address)
{
}
         
 Mutated code
Protected CallPolice (int number, String name, String address)
{
}
In original code the access modifier is public and it gets change 
to protect in the mutated code which denies access to the outside 
member of the class.
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(x) SMC(Static Modifier Change)
Static data means all the member of the class for which memory 
is not allocated with the objects. Memory is allocated only once 
to these members and all the objects share the same memory.

Original code                  
Public int noof 

boys=12;
Private static 

int id;

Mutated code
Public static int 
noof boys=12;
Private int id;

Fig. 7: SMC original and mutated code

In original code numbers of boys are static which remain 12 
throughout the program and in mutated code static value change 
into id so id remains same but number of boys can change which 
shows mutant in the original code.

(xi) HER(Exception Handler Removal)
In object-oriented language, exception handle catch the exceptions 
by defining try-catch blocks or using throws. Removes the catch 
statement or removes the finally keyword. Any missing statement 
or keyword shows the mutation. The removal of catch keyword in 
the original code creates the mutated code as shown below:

Fig. 8: EHR original and mutated code

(xii) EHC(Exception Handler Change)
In this statement exception handling is changed to another 
statement which creates the mutated version in the program. As 
shown in the example below try-catch handler get change to throw 
statement which create the mutant in the code

Fig. 9: EHC original and mutated code

IV. Implementing mutation testing using C programming 
language

Input a=2 and b=2
Output 4
By keeping the inputs same and mutating the programs, the 
following results come.

Fig. 10: Different cases mutant code of addition of two operators 
having same inputs and by change in the operators shows different 
outputs.

In original code the result is 4 and in mutant code there are five 
different cases.
Case 1 shows the same result as original one so the survival of 
mutant is 100% is here and test case is not efficient enough.
Case 2 shows the result 1 in which + operator changes to – and 
gives the different output. It’s efficient and mutant survival is 
0%.
Case 3 shows the result 15 in which + operator changes to * and 
gives the different output. It shows the different result so it is also 
efficient test case.
Case 4 shows the result 1 in which + operator changes to % and 
gives the different output.
Case 5 shows the error because variable c changes to d. So no 
execution is done because of the error during compilation.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we examine various mutation operators and their 
effectiveness in the program. This paper consist information 
about the mutation operators in procedural and object oriented 
programming language and practically exposes the various 
methods of mutant generation in both procedural as well as 
object-oriented languages. In mutation testing, there is single 
modification is done in the program which shows the test suite 
effectiveness and modification is done by the mutation operators 
in the program.
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